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Glimpses from HistoryGlimpses from HistoryGlimpses from HistoryGlimpses from HistoryGlimpses from History
Laser

Albert Einstein  first theorized in 1917 about the process
called “Stimulated Emission” which led to the invention of LASER,
or Light Amplification by the Stimulated Emission of Radiation.. 

A typical LASER emits light in a narrow, low-
divergence monochromatic beam with a well-
defined wavelength,  in contrast to an
incandescent bulb, emitting light over a wide
area and spectrum of wavelengths.

MASER (Microwave Amplification by Stimulated Emission
of Radiation) forerunner of LASER, was invented in 1954 by Townes
C. and Schawlow A. of Columbia University. Townes, Schawlow,
Maiman and Gould did the theoretical work and practical
demonstrations of LASER, amid several legal battles over patent
rights.  Maiman developed the first LASER in 1960  at Hughes
Research Lab. beating several research teams.

 Gould,  a researcher under Townes was the first to use the
word “LASER”.   He worked to build his optical LASER, but failed
to file for a patent in time. As a result, his technology was exploited
by others and his late application for patent was refused. It took until
1977 for Gould to finally win his patent war to obtain his patent
titled ‘Optically Pumped Laser Amplifiers.’

LASER is used to measure the distance to the moon, for
cutting steel and other metals, for target identification and inscribing
patterns, in spectroscopy, in CDs and DVDs, bar code readers and
laser pointers, and what not.
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e're here for a reason. I believe a bit of the reason is to throw little
torches out to lead people through the dark.'         -.'         -.'         -.'         -.'         -Whoopi Goldberg

We carried a story in EKL Nov.’06, in which a person helps a lady
with a flat tyre and in return for that timely support, tells her to help
some other needy person. In another anecdote, quoted in EKL Oct.’07,
a person in urgent need to make a call from a payphone was short of a
coin. By accident he noticed a coin in the balance tray, possibly left by
the previous caller. With a sigh of relief, he made the call and also took
a vow to leave a coin in the phone whenever he makes a call, so that
another person might thank the ‘unknown him’ for this selfless help.
All these are representative samples of good deeds of  benevolent
people, with a conviction to serve others without expecting anything
in return. The notable aspect in both the acts is that the ‘Good
Samaritans’ either did only a very simple act or gave away very little
money. But the impact is phenomenal, of setting examples of innovative
ways of helping those in need. In fact, one was not setting aside a
major share of their time or money for such acts of kindness. It is the
nobility of the action and the context that are commendable.

Can we envision a world where every one helps a needy person but
doesn’t accept anything in return? In every one of us there lies an
innate urge to extend help to someone in real need. Lets us enjoy
doing such small acts every day, preferably maintaining anonymity and
watch from sidelines how the chain continues, benefiting the society.
Here are some more thoughts to inspire us:
‘People never forget that helping hand especially when times are tough.’

- Catherine Pulsifer 
‘Do all the good you can, and make as little fuss about it as possible.’

- Charles Dickens
‘What we have done for ourselves alone dies with
us; what we have done for others and the world
remains and is immortal.’

- Albert Pike

Trivandrum,
1 Apr’08

NNNNN.T.T.T.T. Nair   . Nair   . Nair   . Nair   .T. Nair   ntnair@gmail.com
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When we look back  at the contents of the past 3 years of  Executive
Knowledge Lines monthly, in all humility, we have every reason to
cheer. EKL seems to have covered an excellent array of emerging
technologies and  sciences, some disruptive in nature, some others
complimenting and enriching the existing ones etc. - all aimed to touch
our modern ways of  living in one way or other.

Another encouraging phenomena is the continuous flow of  requests
reaching us from the readers asking for back volumes, as many want to
keep it as collector’s item for referring in future when asked to speak or
write about a topic covered by us. The specially selected quotations
with a positive  and inspiring tone and anecdotes with specific messages
are other attractions to many.

We are sorry to say that we are unable to supply print copies of
back volumes but are in a position to give them in electronic format
(pdf)  to readers. We can send pdf of six contiguous issues of EKL by
e-mail, as per the choice of the readers at a nominal cost of Rs.150. In
case a CD is required, Rs.200 may be paid to cover additional expenses.

Kindly send your requirement with details and payment as DD or
Local cheque (Trivandrum) to ‘EKL’ payable at Trivandrum:  

P G Vinod, Sr. Knowledge Executive, Knowledge House,
Trivandrum 695 035, Ph: 0471-247 2928

e-mail: eklines@gmail.com
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‘‘‘‘Any sufficiently advanced technology is indistinguishable frAny sufficiently advanced technology is indistinguishable frAny sufficiently advanced technology is indistinguishable frAny sufficiently advanced technology is indistinguishable from magic’om magic’om magic’om magic’‘Any sufficiently advanced technology is indistinguishable from magic’
       The visionary who said this, Sir Arthur C. Clarke,  was a writer
whose judicious blend of scientific
insights and poetic imagination helped
usher in the space age.  He always
envisioned that the spread of
communications taking wings on
satellites would bring the mankind
virtually closer and together in the
form of a ‘Global Village’, which we
see around us happening. He was
an ardent promoter of the idea that
humanity’s destiny lay beyond the
confines of Earth.
          During his childhood days
Clarke also spent time ‘mapping the
moon’  through a telescope he
constructed himself out of  a cardboard tube and a couple of lenses.
But the real formative event of his boyhood  times  was his getting
inspired on seeing a copy of ‘Astounding Stories of Super-Science’,
then the leading American science fiction magazine.
                 While still in school, he joined the newly formed British
Interplanetary Society, a small band of sci-fi enthusiasts who held the
controversial view that space travel was not only possible but could
be achieved in the not-so-distant future. In 1937, a year after he
moved to London to take a civil service job, he began writing his first
science fiction novel, a story of the future that was later published as
“Against the Fall of Night” (1953).
           During World War II Clarke was an officer in the Royal Air
Force. In 1943 he was assigned to work with a team of American
scientists and engineers who had developed the first radar-controlled
system for landing airplanes in bad weather.  That experience  enabled
Clarke to write his  only non-science fiction, ‘Glide Path’ in 1963.

Arthur Charles Clarke
The Man who always  saw the Tomorrow

Technologies
in Horizon
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Even though he was known as an inventor and futurist, Clarke
preferred to be remembered foremost as a writer.

Arthur C. Clarke, bid farewell to this earth on 19 Mar.’08 at
the age of 90, at his residence in Colombo, Sri Lanka. If any man can
be said to have seen tomorrow, it would be Sir Arthur Charles Clarke
- one of the greatest scientific minds of our generation, who perhaps
did more than anyone else in bringing science from the hallowed
pages of scientific journals to everyday reading for common man.
       Mr. Clarke’s influence on public attitudes toward space was
acknowledged by American astronauts, Russian cosmonauts,
astronomer Carl Sagan and Stanley Kubrick , the producer of the
1968 film ‘2001: A Space Odyssey’ based on Clarke’s novel. Gene
Roddenberry, always remembered as the father of ‘Star Trek’, a world-
renowned science fiction television series that became a cultural
phenomenon of the ’70s, ’80s, and  ’90s, credited Mr. Clarke’s writings

Quotes  of Wisdom from  Arthur C. Clarke
If an elderly but distinguished scientist says that something is
possible, he is almost certainly right; but if he says that it is
impossible, he is very probably wrong.
Every revolutionary idea seems to evoke three stages of reaction.
They may be summed up by the phrases: 1- It’s completely
impossible. 2- It’s possible, but it’s not worth doing. 3- I said it
was a good idea all along.
The inspirational value of the space program is probably of far
greater importance to education than any input of dollars
A hundred years ago, the electric telegraph made possible -
indeed, inevitable - the United States of America. The
communications satellite will make equally inevitable a United
Nations of Earth
It may be that the old astrologers had the truth exactly reversed,
when they believed that the stars controlled the destinies of men.
The time may come when men control the destinies of stars.
How inappropriate to call this planet Earth when it is quite clearly
Ocean.
Human judges can show mercy. But against the laws of nature,
there is no appeal.
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1. Communication satellitesCommunication satellitesCommunication satellitesCommunication satellitesCommunication satellites----

Earthquake prEarthquake prEarthquake prEarthquake preventioneventioneventionevention

Space elevatorSpace elevatorSpace elevatorSpace elevator

Space guardSpace guardSpace guardSpace guard
Millennium BugMillennium BugMillennium BugMillennium Bug

Atomic travelAtomic travelAtomic travelAtomic travel
Brain backup -Brain backup -Brain backup -Brain backup -

Artificial intelligence (AI)Artificial intelligence (AI)Artificial intelligence (AI)Artificial intelligence (AI)
HumanHumanHumanHuman’s landing on Mars ’s landing on Mars ’s landing on Mars ’s landing on Mars 

PPPPeople freople freople freople freezingeezingeezingeezing

- A set of satellites in geo-stationary
orbit , often called ‘Clarke Orbit’,  to form a global communications
network.
2. Earthquake prevention by ‘spot welding’ the earth’s tectonic
plates at 50 strategic locations
3. Space elevator consisting of extra strong but thin cables
connecting  a spacecraft and an anchor on Earth  to transport
material from Earth into space.
4. Space guard to save earth from asteroids and meteorites
5. Millennium Bug  or the Y2K bug, the problem in older
computer systems that prevented correct recognition of year on
account of a little saving made in memory.
6. Atomic travel  to enable journey into space using nuclear energy
7.  Brain backup - the idea of transferring the human brain
contents on to a computer storage, especially as the end of life
approaches.
8. Artificial intelligence (AI) to reach the human level by 2020
9. Human’s landing on Mars by 2021 and have some unpleasant
surprises
10.   People freezing for them to survive for the long periods needed
for interplanetary space travel.
      Clarke believed: “Most technological achievements were
preceded by people writing and imagining them. I am sure we would
not have had men on the Moon, if it had not been for H. G. Wells
and Jules Verne.  I’m rather proud of the fact that I know several
astronauts who became astronauts through reading my books.”

Famous Predictions of Arthur C Clarke

with giving him courage to pursue this project in the face of
indifference, even ridicule, from other  television executives.
             In 1998, his lifetime work was recognized by Queen Elizabeth
II  when he was honoured with a Knighthood. India bestowed on him
the Vikram Sarabhai Professorship of the Physical Research Laboratory,
Ahmedabad.

[For details: http://news.bbc. co.uk, www.arthurcclarke.net, http://
en.wikipedia.org, www.clarkefoundation.org]
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News Scan

Toilet-to-Tap
Water Treatment Process

Prof. Siqing Xia of  Tongji University in Shanghai, China ,
has developed a  small-scale, 400 litre per day  treatment plant 
that turns wastewater into pure water for scientific procedures and
irrigation of the surrounding
landscape.

Wastewater from lab-
building toilets and rainwater
collected in tanks on campus is
eventually funneled into a
membrane bioreactor, which uses
membrane technology and
traditional biological treatment.
The membrane component filters
out silt, pollen, colloids, bacteria,
protozoa cysts, and large viruses, among other things.

Most of the water leaving the membrane bioreactor is
disinfected and reused as gray water in the lab-building toilets or for
landscaping. The rest is treated with reverse osmosis and ion exchange,
resulting in pure water that exceeds government drinking-water
standards, according to Xia. The end product is so pure it could be
used for kidney dialysis, carbon-chip washing, or to replenish drinking-

water supplies, claims Prof. Xia.
This easy-to-assemble treatment plants can

be a help in water-stressed regions.  A 10,000 L/day
facility may cost around $14,000.  However, in most
countries the negative public perception presents an
enormous stumbling block today. Even in a country
that suffers from severe drought and pollution, people
are not ready to drink water that is directly derived
from the toilet bowl.

But, finally, China and the rest of world seem
to be moving closer to accepting such a direct potable
reuse.
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Here is a list of some high R&D spenders from among the top
100 oraganizations during 2006:
CompanyCompanyCompanyCompanyCompany RankRankRankRank R&D SpendR&D SpendR&D SpendR&D Spend SalesSalesSalesSales R&DR&DR&DR&D

IntensityIntensityIntensityIntensity
Rank R&D Spend Sales R&D

($ millions) ($ millions) Intensity%*

Toyota 1 7486 201254 3.7
Ford Motor 3 7200 160123 4.5
Microsoft 5 7121 51122 13.9
GM 9 6000 207349 3.2
Samsung 11 5943 91038 6.5
IBM 14 5682 91424  6.2
Nokia 17 5122 54049 9.5
Honda 19 4638 93174 5.0
Sony 20 4571 69715 6.6
HP 28 3591 91658 3.9
Amgen 30 3366 14268 23.6
Texas Instru. 50 2190 14195 15.4
Procter & Gamble 54 2075 68222 3.0
Nestle 72 141 80077 1.8
Bayer 74 1349 7449 18.1
Google 79 1218 10605 11.5
AMD 80 1205 5649 21.3
Broadcom 89 1117 3668 30.5
QinetiQ 98 1005 2240 44.9
Merck 100 988 8226 12.0
 
*R&D Intensity is the ratio of a company’s investment in R&D  to
the profit.
 [For details: www.spectrum.ieee.org, Dec.’07 issue]

World’s Top R & D Spenders - 2006

Happiness always looks small while you hold it in your
hands, but let it go, and you learn at once how big and
precious it is.
                                                           – Maxim Gorky
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Info Bits

Energy experts believe that hydrogen may become an
important power source in the future, most notably in the form of
fuel cells. But, first, researchers must develop affordable ways to
produce large quantities of hydrogen to seriously pursue a hydrogen
economy. Egg-shells appear as a candidate to play a key role in
hydrogen production. In 2006 US alone produced nearly 91 billion
eggs that equates to about 455,000 tons of shell that could potentially
be used in hydrogen production. It is a better way compared to
dumping it as organic waste in landfills, where egg companies have to
pay up to $40 dollars per ton as disposal cost.

Prof. Liang Shih
Fan of Chemical and
B i o m o l e c u l a r
Engineering Dept. at
Ohio State University
and former doctoral
student, Mahesh Iyer
have found a way to
turn discarded egg-
shells into an
alternative energy resource. The patented process uses egg-shells to
soak up carbon dioxide from a reaction that produces hydrogen fuel.
It also includes a unique method for peeling the collagen containing
membrane that clings to the inside; they developed an organic acid
that does the job.  About 10 percent of the membrane consists of
collagen, which sells for about $ 1000/gram. This collagen can be
used in food or pharmaceuticals, or for medical treatments, say, to
help burn victims regenerate skin; it’s also used in cosmetic surgery.

Egg-shells  mostly consist of calcium carbonate - one of
nature’s most absorbent materials. Calcium carbonate  captures 78
percent of carbon dioxide by weight, Fan says. That means, given
equal amounts of carbon dioxide and egg-shell, the egg-shell would
absorb 78 percent of the carbon dioxide.

Egg-shells no more a Waste
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Researchers at the University of the Basque County (UPV/
EHU) have  found out that  by means of a controlled chemical
process, atoms of gold, silver and copper which are intrinsically non-
magnetic, become magnetic.

The research  team including scientists from Australia and
Japan observed that the magnetism appears when reducing  the
dimensions of the material to nanometric level  and surround it with
previously selected organic molecules. The magnetism of these
nanoparticles is of  permanent  nature like iron  which, even at
ambient temperature, is quite significant. This amazing behaviour has
been obtained not just with gold  but  also in nanoparticles of silver
and copper.   

This work poses new fundamental questions about magnetism
vis-a-vis   what have been the accepted up to now as the physical
mechanisms associated with magnetism. It also opens the doors to
interesting applications yet to be discovered, some of which are related
to the use of magnetic nanoparticles for the diagnosis/treatment of
illnesses. 

Physicists at the Georgia Institute of Technology have also
reported similar findings that gold  at nano-size regime can be made
magnetic through oxygenation of gold nanowires.
           [ For details: www.huliq.com, www.azonano.com,
www.nanotech-now.com, www.gatech.edu]

Gold becomes  Magnetic at Nanolevel

That makes it the most effective carbon dioxide absorber
ever tested. Fan continues, “And in the long term, we’re
demonstrating that carbon based fuel sources, like coal or biomass,
can be efficiently converted to hydrogen and liquid fuel. The goal is
an energy conversion system that uses a dependable fossil energy
source, but at the same time has very little environmental impact.”

Using egg-shells is a new discovery that could take the idea
of  hydrogen powered vehicles to a new level. And if developed and
used, it could spare landfills of this material in the process.

             [For details:
http://researchnews.osu.edu, www.chbmeng.ohio-state.edu]
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Crop scientists at Ohio State University  have cloned a gene, 
dubbed SUN,  that controls the shape of tomatoes, a discovery that
could help unravel the mystery behind the huge morphological
differences among edible fruits and vegetables, as well as provide new
insight into mechanisms of plant development. 

One of the most diverse vegetable crops in terms of  shape
and size variations, tomatoes have evolved from a very small, round
wild ancestor into the wide array of cultivated varieties - large, pear-
shaped, oval, some resembling chili peppers etc. However, very little
is known about the genetic basis for such transformations in tomatoes,
taken as the model in this emerging field of fruit morphology studies.
Researcher Esther van der Knaap  says: “We are trying to understand
what kind of genes caused the enormous increase in fruit size and
variation in fruit shape as tomatoes were domesticated. Once we
know all the genes that were selected during that process, we will be
able to piece together how domestication shaped the tomato fruit -
and gain a better understanding of what controls the shape of other
very diverse crops, such as peppers, cucumbers and gourds.”
[For details:
 http://researchnews.osu.edu]

Gene that Controls Fruit Shape

A team of  researchers at the Dept. of Inorganic Chemistry of
the Univ. of Granada has managed to produce the most useful material
to date,  to eliminate volatile organic compounds from anthropogenic
sources – road traffic in cities, solvents, industry, etc. – such as BTX (
Benzene, Toluene and Xylene).  The world-wide problem of the
exposure to aromatic hydrocarbons has mainly focused its attention
on benzene, which is considered to be harmful to health, even in low
concentrations.

This material is a monolithic carbon aerogel with the
advantage of not only being able to retain these pollutants: it can also
be easily regenerated and can therefore be used in several cycles.  [For
details: www.ugr.es]

New Material to Eliminate Pollutants
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Demystification

Light Emitting Diode (LED),  essentially a  semiconductor
diode that emits a monochromatic (single color) light when operated
in a forward biased direction, made a silent entry in 1960s, initially
confining itself to be used as red indicator lamps on instrument panels
and  the like. Over the years its application areas expanded,  as also
additional colors and wavelengths became available.

Now the era of  Organic LEDs  is emerging.  Like an LED,
an OLED is a solid-state semiconductor device that is 100 to 500
nanometres thick or about 200 times smaller than a human hair.
The  emissive electro-luminescent layer of OLED  contains  thin,
organic materials sandwiched between two electrodes, which
illuminate when an electrical charge is applied.

Moreover, OLEDs have the potential to deliver dramatically
improved levels of efficiency and environmental performance, while
achieving the same quality of illumination found in traditional
products in the marketplace today with less electrical power.

The possibilities with OLEDs are mind boggling, like a high-
definition TV that is 200 cms wide and less than 5 mm thick,

Organic LED
Revolutionizes Electronic Display
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consuming less power than most TVs on the market today and can
be rolled up when  we are not using it; a display monitor built into 
our clothing etc.

OLED display systems can be used in television screens,
computer displays, portable system screens, advertising information
and indication. OLEDs can also be used in light sources for general
space illumination, and large-area light-emitting elements. OLEDs
typically emit less light per area than inorganic solid-state based LEDs
which are usually designed for use as point-light sources.

OLEDs  represent the next evolution in lighting products.
Their widespread design capabilities will provide an entirely different
way for people to light their homes or businesses.
TTTTTypes of OLEDsypes of OLEDsypes of OLEDsypes of OLEDs::::

TTTTransparent OLEDransparent OLEDransparent OLEDransparent OLED

TTTTopopopop----emitting OLEDemitting OLEDemitting OLEDemitting OLED

FFFFoldable OLEDoldable OLEDoldable OLEDoldable OLED

White OLEDWhite OLEDWhite OLEDWhite OLED

ypes of OLEDs:
OLEDs come in various types tailored for different applications, like
Transparent, Top-emitting, Foldable and White.
Transparent OLED

Having only transparent components (substrate, cathode and
anode),  transparent OLEDs when turned off, are up to 85 percent
as transparent as their substrate. When turned on, it allows light to
pass in both directions. This technology can be used for heads-up
displays in cars.
Top-emitting OLED

These have a substrate that is either opaque or reflective and
are best suited to active-matrix design.  They will find application 
in smart cards.
Foldable OLED

Having substrates made of very flexible metallic foils or
plastics, foldable OLEDs are very lightweight and durable. Their use
in devices such as cell phones and PDAs can reduce the perennial
problem of display breakage, a major cause for product return or repair.
These displays can be attached to fabrics to create “smart” clothing,
such as outdoor survival clothing with a computer chip, cell phone,
GPS receiver etc. sewn into it.
White OLED

White OLEDs emit white light that is brighter, more uniform
and more energy efficient than that emitted by fluorescent lights.
They also have the true-color rendering qualities of incandescent
lighting.   OLEDs  can replace fluorescent lights  with  potential
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to reduce energy costs for lighting.
AAAAAdvantages:dvantages:dvantages:dvantages:

Disadvantages:Disadvantages:Disadvantages:Disadvantages:

dvantages:
The Liquid Crystal Display (LCD) is currently the most widely

used one  in small devices like cell phones, PDAs etc. and is also
popular in large-screen TVs. Likewise, LEDs often form the digits on
digital clocks and other electronic devices.
OLEDs offer many advantages over both LCDs and LEDs:

The plastic, organic layers of an OLED are thinner, lighter and more
flexible than the crystalline layers in an LED or LCD.
Because the light-emitting layers of an OLED are lighter, the
substrate of an OLED can be flexible instead of rigid. OLED
substrates can be plastic rather than the glass used for LEDs and
LCDs.
OLEDs are brighter than LEDs. Because the organic layers of an
OLED are much thinner than the corresponding inorganic crystal
layers of an LED, the conductive and emissive layers of an OLED
can be multi-layered.
LEDs and LCDs require glass for support, and glass absorbs some
light. OLEDs do not require glass.
OLEDs do not require backlighting like LCDs.  They work by
selectively blocking areas of the backlight to make the images that
you see, while OLEDs generate light themselves. Because OLEDs
do not require backlighting, they consume much less power than
LCDs (most of the LCD power goes to the backlighting). This is
especially important for battery-operated devices such as cell phones.
OLEDs are easier to produce and can be made to larger sizes. Because
OLEDs are essentially plastics, they can be made into large, thin
sheets. It is much more difficult to grow and lay down so many liquid
crystals of an LCD.
OLEDs have large fields of view, about 170 degrees. Because LCDs
work by blocking light, they have an inherent viewing obstacle from
certain angles. OLEDs produce their own light, so they have a much
wider viewing range.

Disadvantages:
While red and green OLED films have longer lifetimes (46,000 to
230,000 hours), blue organics currently have much shorter lifetimes
(up to around 14,000 hours).
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The days of bulky digital
projectors  are gone; pint-size
versions are getting ready to give
big-screen experience from a
small-screen device like a cell
phone or PDA. It will let people
beam video from hand-held
devices onto nearly any smooth
surface, like a wall or back of 
the front seat.

These  microprojectors,
small enough to fit into the
pocket and still in development
stages, use LEDs, lasers or a

Tiny Video Projector
For Big-screen Experience from Mobiles

combination of the two to give a
display size of 130 to 150
centimeters, if not bigger.
Ultimately, the  projector engine
may be integrated into mobiles
or other media devices, it is
predicted. Ideal for arranging a
presentation at short notice for 
a small group of people, to beam
PowerPoint shows from the 
smartphones,  these tiny
projectors may cost around
$300-350, analysts say.

[For details: www.oled-info.com, http://en.wikipedia.org,
www.kodak.com]

Manufacturing processes are expensive right now.
Water can easily damage OLEDs.

New Directions:New Directions:New Directions:New Directions:New Directions:
    Recently, in March’08,  GE Global Research announced the
successful demonstration of the world’s first roll-to-roll manufactured
OLED lighting devices. This manufacturing process similar to that
used for newspaper printing could eventually result in low-cost,
commercially viable OLED lighting. It is a key step toward making
OLEDs and other high performance organic electronics products at
dramatically lower costs than what is possible today.

Beyond OLEDs, this technology also could have broader
impact in the manufacturing of other organic electronic devices such
as organic photovoltaics for solar energy conversion, sensors and roll-
up displays, says  Anil Duggal, Manager of GE’s Advanced Technology
Program in Organic Electronics. This new development is  expected
to lead to a cost-effective system for the mass production of organic
electronics products such as flexible electronic paper displays, portable
TV screens the size of posters, solar powered cells and high-efficiency
lighting devices.
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Energy

Heat from the centre or core of the Earth, or geothermal -
Geo (Earth) + thermal (heat) - energy  is an enormous, underused
heat and power resource that is clean (emits little or no greenhouse
gases), reliable (average system availability of 95%), and homegrown
(making us less dependent on imported oil).

This clean, quiet and virtually inexhaustible source of energy
lies beneath our feet, almost everywhere.The interior of the earth is
hot 6,500 oC at the very centre and generally cooling off  towards the
top surface within 3 to 10 km, where it is still at around 200 degrees
C.

In  Switzerland and Australia engineers are drilling down to
these depths to tap the heat trapped in hot rocks by injecting cold
water into the shafts and bringing it up again, superheated to generate
power through a steam turbine. 

In India  also efforts are on to harness geothermal power.  
Currently, IIT  Bombay is carrying out a   survey to assess the heat
trapped beneath the Konkan coastline. Preliminary calculations
indicate this could generate some 2,000 MW of power.  The total
stored heat potential in India is believed to be the equivalent of 27.6
billion barrels of petroleum.

At present, geothermal power supplies less than 0.5 per cent
of the world’s energy. But global estimates of exploitable geothermal
energy vary between 65 and 138 GW.

 When it comes to the cost  of a geothermal plant, bulk of it
is for the early stages of establishing it.  This includes initial onetime
cost for the field,  well drilling, and pipeline construction, which 
occur first, followed by installation of the   power plant. In the U.S,
it  is around $2500 per installed kW. Operating and maintenance
costs range from $0.01 to $0.03 per kWh. Most geothermal power
plants can run at greater than 90% availability.

Geothermal  Energy
To Fuel the World
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  Human Touch to Transmit Data
 NTT’s RedTacton Technology does it

Japanese telecom major, NTT has developed a technology that
takes communications   beyond the present  human-to-machine
level to human-to-human communications, using the power of our
touch.

 NTT is planning a commercial launch of the  system to enter
rooms that frees users from the hazzle of  searching in their pockets
or handbags for ID cards or keys. It achieves this by turning  the
surface of the human body itself into a means of data transmission.

As data travels through the user’s clothing, handbag or shoes,
anyone carrying a special card can unlock the door simply by touching

the knob or standing on a particular spot
without taking the card out.
The potential applications could

include a walk-through ticket gate, a
cupboard that opens only to authorised
people and a television control that
automatically chooses favourite
programs. The system also improves
security, say, by allowing  only genuine
drivers to open their cars by touching
the doors if the keys are in their pockets,
not people around them. NTT has

already developed technology that allows swapping data as heavy as
full   motion pictures through a handshake

Tech Brief

A power plant built today would probably charge about $0.05
per kWh during normal periods, with higher rates applicable during
peak demand periods.

Most likely, geothermal will emerge as the choice source of
energy for all nations, in the coming years. The advantages
are many - clean, inexhaustible, environment-friendly, omnipresent.
The only disadvantage is the delay in developing appropriate, affordable
and  reliable technologies, for which engineers and scientists are
working hard. The future appears to be very bright.
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Health

An average citizen feels uncomfortable with the stream of
news reports on pandemic flu. As experts warn of a possible outbreak,
it may seem as though the matter is totally beyond your control. Yet
experts are of the opinion that a simple way to reduce your risk is in
everybody’s reach.
G o o d , f r e q u e n t
handwashing may be the
best way to prevent
infectious diseases of all
kinds.

According to
researchers, hands spread
an estimated 80 percent
of common infectious
diseases like the common
cold and flu. For example,
when you touch a door
knob that has the flu
virus on it and then touch your mouth, you may get sick. But these
disease-causing germs can be cleared off easily with good handwashing
technique. Results of a research published in July 2005 in The LancetThe LancetThe LancetThe LancetThe Lancet
magazine confirms that regular handwashing with soap is a good way
to control infection. The study measured the health impact of proper
handwashing among 900 households in Karachi, Pakistan. Those who
were given handwashing education reported a 50% decrease in
pneumonia and diarrhoea, and a 34% decrease in skin infections.

Washing your hands might be low-tech but it works. Despite
what we know about the value of proper handwashing, Dr. Blondel-
Hill, a researcher says it needs to raise public awareness about the
importance of good handwashing practices. “Our society is obsessed
with cleanliness - people will vacuum their houses several times a
day - but many forget basic hygiene principles like washing their hands

Wash Your Hands
And Stay Healthy
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before they eat”.
Hands are washed to clean it off bacteria. But Germs and

Bacteria are essential for human life. Bacteria in our mouths and
intestines help us to digest the food we eat and bacteria on our skin
protect us from invading viruses and bad bacteria. Bacteria and viruses
are examples of two different types of germs, which are virtually
everywhere in our environment and make up 60 per cent of the living
matter on earth. Of the billions of types of bacteria only about 50 are
known to cause infection. Viruses cause far more illnesses than bad
bacteria because they spread more easily. Cold and flu viruses invade
our cells and rapidly grow in number causing symptoms like runny
nose, cough, aches and sore throats. Bacterial infections are
“opportunistic,” which means they tend to infect one part of the body,
like Pneumonia infecting the lungs.
Antibiotics do not work against
viruses.

Bacteria and Viruses keep
hidden. According to Dr. Blondel-
Hill, the kitchen  sink, followed by
the dishrage or sponge is the biggest
hot-zone for disease-causing germs.
.Germs can live for a surprisingly
long time on hard surfaces like desks,
door-knobs and tables. Most people
get sick when they touch something
that is contaminated with germs and
then touch their eyes, nose or
mouth. The easiest way to reduce
your chance of getting sick is to wash
your hands often with plain soap and
water and avoid touching your face.

Plain soap has enough
ingredients that help to remove dirt
and grease from your skin. With good handwashing technique it is
the best to remove the dirt and grease that attract bad bacteria.
Antibacterial soaps contain antibiotics in amounts that kill some of
the germs on your skin. When you use antibacterial soaps the bacteria
are exposed to only a little bit of antibiotic. These bad germs survive

When you should wash
your hands:

Before meals
Before feeding children,
including breastfeeding
Before and after preparing
food
After using the toilet
After changing diapers or
helping a child use the toilet
After blowing your nose,
coughing or sneezing
After playing with shared
toys
Before and after visiting
people who are sick
After handling animals or
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and become resistant  to that particular antibiotic. They can also
transfer their antibiotic resistance to good germs.

This means healthy people who have never taken antibiotics
can be exposed to antibiotic resistant bacteria from other people.
Dr. Blondel-Hill says the increasing use of antibiotics in products
like soap, cleaners, toothbrushes and even chopsticks is to risk not
having antibiotics when we really need them. Using antibiotics willy-
nilly could mean we don’t have them when we really need them.

How you wash your hands is also important. Soap doesn’t
actually kill the bad germs. Instead, it’s the combination of soap
and rubbing, rinsing and drying of your hands together that helps
these bugs slide off your hands. With a bit of practice everyone can
learn how to wash hands properly and reduce the spread of infection.

In the mid-19th century doctors used to move directly from
one patient to the next, or from performing an autopsy on a diseased
body to examining a living person without washing hands. Dr. Ignas
S e m m e l w e i s worked in a hospital
in Vienna whose maternity patients
were dying at an alarming rate.
S e m m e l w e i s hypothesized that
“ p a r t i c l e s ” introduced into the
women caused puerperal fever, and
that these particles were spread
on the hands of the doctors and
s t u d e n t s . Semmelweis ordered
that hands be washed in a chlorine
solution before each examination.
Mortality rates among women
attended by doctors and medical
students quickly dropped from 18.27
to 1.27 percent. In 1861,
S e m m e l w e i s published a book
that described his findings and

Why is handwashing important?

Semmelweis on an Austrian post-
age stamp issued in 1965 marking

the 100th anniversary of his death
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recommendations. But years passed before the importance of
disinfection was widely appreciated.

The breakthrough for Ignaz Semmelweis occurred in 1847
with the death of his friend from an infection contracted after his
finger was accidentally punctured with a knife while performing a
postmortem examination. Semmelweis immediately proposed a
connection between cadaveric contamination and puerperal fever
and made a detailed study of the mortality statistics of obstetrical
clinics. He concluded that he and the students carried the infecting
particles on their hands from the autopsy room to the patients they
examined in the First Obstetrical Clinic. He instituted a policy of
using a solution of chlorinated lime for washing hands between autopsy
work and the examination of patients and the mortality rate dropped
from its then-current level of 12.24% to 2.38%.

Dr. Semmelweis for the first time demonstrated over a hundred
years ago that routine handwashing can prevent the spread of disease.
It was really a landmark achievement in public health because today
the value of handwashing in preventing disease is recognized in the
community, in schools, in child care settings, and in eating
establishments. Healthcare specialists generally cite handwashing as
the single most effective way to prevent the transmission of disease.
Good hygiene in general, and sterilization and disinfection in
particular, are other standards that began largely in hospitals and
have become widely used elsewhere.

In the healthcare setting, handwashing can prevent potentially
fatal infections from spreading from patient to patient, and from
patient to healthcare worker and vice-versa. In the home, it can
prevent infectious diseases such as diarrhoea and hepatitis A from
spreading from family member to family member and, sometimes,
throughout a community.

Dr. Semmelweis is firmly entrenched in medical lore as a
pioneer who made one of the greatest contributions in the history of
public health. In hospitals and homes throughout the world, the simple
and inexpensive measure of handwashing continues to serve as a
bulwark against disease.
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Pulses
The Richest Source of  non-animal Proteins

General

Pulses, also known as legumes, like peas and beans, are the
seeds of plants belonging to the family Leguminosae, which gets its
name from the characteristic pod or legume that protects the seeds
during their forming and ripening stages. With approximately 13,000
species, the family Leguminosae is the second largest in the plant
kingdom. Pulses are valuable food because they contain a higher
percentage of protein than most other plant foods. Some pulses have
medicinal properties, and many pulses provide edible oil.

Pulses have been used as food for thousands of years. The
lentil variety was probably one of the first plants ever to be
domesticated by humans.  They come in a great number of varieties
with a range of colours, flavours, and textures. Pulses can be eaten
fresh or dried.
Nutritional andNutritional andNutritional andNutritional andNutritional and
Medicinal VMedicinal VMedicinal VMedicinal ValuealuealuealueMedicinal Value

All pulses,
except soya beans, are
very similar in
nutritional content.
They have significant
nutritional and health
advantages for
consumers. They
contain 20 to 25%
protein by weight,
which is double the
content in wheat and
three times that in
rice. Because of its
richness in proteins,
pulses are sometimes
called “poor man’s
meat”. They are the
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m o s t
economical
source of
proteins.They
also contain
carbohydrate
and fibre,
and are low
in fat which
is mostly of
t h e
unsaturated
kind. Among

the vitamins pulses contain a fair source of thiamine, riboflavin and
nicotinic acid. The iron content is high in pulses, about 8 - 10 mg per
100 gms. Pulses  also contain potassium, phosphorous, manganese
and magnesium.

Whole pulses contain insoluble and soluble fibre. Insoluble
fibre guard against constipation reducing the risk of colon and rectum
cancer. Soluble fibre help in lowering blood cholesterol levels and
thus reduces the risk of cardiovascular diseases. The starches and
carbohydrates content of pulses are complex type and are digested
and absorbed slowly. This helps to a steady release of glucose into the
blood and is useful for diabetics to control their blood sugar levels.
Soya beans, because of its phytoestrogen content, is believed to have
a role in protecting breast cancer, osteoporosis and menopausal
symptoms.

Pulses are also important due to their essential amino acid
content. The quality of protein contained in pulses is inferior to animal
protein. This limitation can be overcome by combining pulses with
cereal. Quality of protein improves in this combination of cereal and
pulse.

Among pulses, haricot bean and soyabean deserve special
mention for their nutritional contents. Typically 100 gms of haricot
beans which are used to make baked beans, contain 21.4gm of protein,
1.6gm of fat, 45.5gm of carbohydrate, 25.4gm of fibre, 6.7mg of iron
and 180mg of calcium.
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The nutritional quality of the soya bean is superior to that of
other pulses. It contains more protein and is also a good source of
iron and calcium. The nutritional breakdown of 100 gm of soya is
34.1gm of protein, 17.7gm of fat, 28.6gm of carbohydrate, 8.4mg of
iron and 226mg of calcium.
Sprouted PulsesSprouted PulsesSprouted PulsesSprouted PulsesSprouted Pulses

TTTTooooxins in Pulsesxins in Pulsesxins in Pulsesxins in Pulses

Many whole pulses can be sprouted which increases their
nutritional value. When sprouted, the sprouts in 100 gms of green
pulse provide 0.06 mg thiamine, 0.66 mg riboflavin, 1.5 mg niacin and
82 mg ascorbic acid. The sprouted (germinated) pulses have high
vitamin C content than the normal seed. Other vitamins that show an
increase are B complex vitamins and folic acid. Tannin and phytates,
those adversely affect the bioavailability
of nutrient, are broken down
on germination. Like wise the chlorophyll content also increases when
the sprouted shoots change from yellow to green.
Toxins in Pulses

Incidents of food poisoning have been reported associated with
the consumption of raw or undercooked red kidney beans. A naturally
occurring haemaglutin is responsible for the illness, but can be destroyed
by high temperature cooking, making the beans completely safe to eat.

Soya beans contain an anti-trypsin factor (or trypsin inhibitor)
which prevents the assimilation of the amino acid methionine. Soya
beans also require careful cooking to ensure destruction of this factor.
Soya flour, soya milk, soya sauces and miso are quite safe to use. Soya
beans can be sprouted, but the sprouts should be quickly blanched in
boiling water to inactivate the trypsin inhibitor.

Pulses are the most important dietary predictor of survival in
older people of different ethnicities. In a related study in seven
countries, legume consumption was highly correlated with a reduced
mortality due to coronary heart disease. Grains are commonly
consumed along with pulses to form a complete diet.

Like many leguminous crops, pulses play a key role in crop
rotation due to their ability to generate nitrogen.

India is both the world’s largest producer and  importer of
pulses. Canada, Myanmar, Australia and the USA are significant
exporters of pulses. These are the four most significant suppliers of
India’s imports, in that order.
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Soyabeans may cause food allergy. This can cause
headaches and indigestion in some people.

People who are suffering from gout better avoid beans and
peas due to their high content of purine. Pulses can cause flatulence.

Kesari dhal is known to contain a toxic factor known as
beta oxalylamino alanine which may cause paralysis when
consumed as the staple for long. This toxin can be removed by
boiling the dhal at 60° C for several hours and discarding the
steeping water.

Pulses – A Caution

Pulses or legumes are  annual
leguminous crops yielding from one
to twelve grains or seeds  of variable
size, shape and color within a pod.
The term pulses is reserved for crops
harvested solely for the dry grain.
This therefore excludes green beans
and green peas, which are considered
vegetable crops. Also excluded are crops which are mainly grown
for extraction of oil (oilseeds like soybeans and peanuts), and crops
which are used exclusively for sowing (clovers, alfalfa).

In India, many pulses are used in split form. In that form it
is called Dal.

Bengal gram ( chana dal ), red gram ( tuver dal ), green
gram ( mung dal ), black gram ( urad dal ) and lentils (masur dal)
are the most widely consumed pulses in India.

Cereals are grains, each in an independent pod. Rice,
wheat, maize, etc, are examples. A food made from grain flour
(sometimes mixed with sugar, fruit, etc.) and taken in milk for
breakfast is also termed as cereal.

Pulses, Legumes, Dals and Cereals
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         In his Arthasastra, Kautilya has dealt with practical government
administration more fully, than delineating the fundamental principles
of public administration. He has identified the happiness of the ruler
with that of his subjects. According to him, a good Government is a
corollary of social welfare. His system upheld reasoning and customs
while adhering to strict  rules. The system was, no doubt, totalitarian
without any pretence of democracy. But it reflects decentralisation of
power with inbuilt surveillance over different functionaries.
        Kautilya suggests that the country should be divided into
convenient provinces(janapada) having atleast 800 villages in  each,
with 100 to 500 families in each village. The province is again to be
divided into three categories viz (1) one under the direct rule of the
king (2) remote areas under the rule of the princes and (3) the frontier
provinces ruled by the specially appointed Antapalas.
        Quite naturally, King the only fountain head of power comes at
the top  of administrative hierarchy. Kautilya enumerates the different
qualities a King should possess in very great detail. Noble birth,
intelligence, truthfulness, desire to listen and learn, quickness and
dexterity, sweetness in speech and speaking with dignity and smile,
are some of the qualities mentioned by him. An ideal king should
have the highest qualities of leadership, intellect and self control. He
should be well trained and should always be conscious of the welfare
of the people. Kautilya prefers an ignorant king to a wicked king, who
in spite of his learning deviates from righteousness. According to
Kautilya, the king’s attitude towards his subjects should be that of a
father towards his children. He should always be busy with productive

Administrative Hierarchy in
Kautilya’s Arthasastra

[ Kautilya’s Arthasastra is a pioneering work of the fourth century[ Kautilya’s Arthasastra is a pioneering work of the fourth century[ Kautilya’s Arthasastra is a pioneering work of the fourth century[ Kautilya’s Arthasastra is a pioneering work of the fourth century[ Kautilya’s Arthasastra is a pioneering work of the fourth century
BBBB.C on politics and the art of governance. W.C on politics and the art of governance. W.C on politics and the art of governance. W.C on politics and the art of governance. Widely studied and discussedidely studied and discussedidely studied and discussedidely studied and discussed
in many parts of the world, the work is acclaimed to be a classicalin many parts of the world, the work is acclaimed to be a classicalin many parts of the world, the work is acclaimed to be a classicalin many parts of the world, the work is acclaimed to be a classical
treatise on the subject. A short account of the work and its authortreatise on the subject. A short account of the work and its authortreatise on the subject. A short account of the work and its authortreatise on the subject. A short account of the work and its author
had been published in EKL Marhad been published in EKL Marhad been published in EKL Marhad been published in EKL Mar.’08 issue.].’08 issue.].’08 issue.].’08 issue.]

B.C on politics and the art of governance. Widely studied and discussed
in many parts of the world, the work is acclaimed to be a classical
treatise on the subject. A short account of the work and its author
had been published in EKL Mar.’08 issue.]

Part I
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economic activities, since the welfare of the people cannot be ensured
without economic growth.
       A King however competent cannot run the government single
handed, just as a single wheel alone does not keep the cart in motion.
A King should, therefore, appoint advisers (councillors) and listen to
their advice. Kautilya is against the appointment of theoreticians
having no practical experience as councillors, because they are likely
to commit gross mistakes. Only those persons having loyalty, highest
personal qualities, theoretical knowledge and practical experience
should be appointed as councillors. On the question of the number
of  councillors, Kautilya warns that if there is only one councillor, he
may find it difficult to suggest a solution to the complicated problems
and also behave according to his whims and fancies. If there are only
two councillors they may either work in collusion or fight each other,
thereby becoming ineffective. Therefore it is always advisable to have
three or at the most four councillors. At any rate there should never
be more than four, because secrecy will then be at stake.
      The King should seek the opinion of the councillors individually
or collectively depending on the nature of the problem and arrive at
his own decision.
        These councillors, who may themselves be the ministers, are
the advisers of the king at the highest level of policy making. This
august body has the semblance of the present day cabinet. Other
ministers, who are not councillors, are the officials who execute the
policies. The king shall appoint a minister after satisfying himself about
his ability to perform his duties. The  king shall thoroughly evaluate
the suitability of a candidate and test his integrity through secret
agents before he is appointed. The work of the government shall be
divided among the ministers taking into account their ability. On the
question of the number of ministers to be appointed, Kautilya says
“the number should be according to need. Indra, indeed, had a council
of one thousand ministers; they were his eyes. That is why he is called
thousand-eyed one, though he had only two eyes.”
          All kind of administrative measures are preceded by
deliberations in the meeting of the council of ministers. It is imperative
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(To be continued...)
[ N. S. Mannadiar, Trivandrum ]

Gone is Gone
When I was in my first year of college, I hit a stretch where every

area of my life was a disaster, I felt hopeless and alone, and more
depressed than I knew was possible.

On one such day, I was walking from class across campus to catch
my bus home, head down, fighting tears of total despair, when a guy
came down the sidewalk toward me. I had never seen him before. 
Embarrassed at being seen in such an emotional mess, I turned my
head away and hoped to hurry past.  I figured he’d walk on by, but
he moved until he was directly in front of me, waited until I looked
up, then smiled. 

Looking into my eyes, this stranger spoke in a quiet voice:
“Whatever is wrong will pass. You’re going to be ok, just hang on.”  
He, then, smiled again and walked away.

I can’t explain the impact of that moment, of that man’s
unexpected kindness and unconditional caring! He gave me the
one thing I’d lost completely: hope.  I looked for him on campus, to
thank him, but never saw him again.

That was thirty years ago.  And I’ve never forgotten that
moment.  Over the years, whenever I see someone in distress, I
think of that old man and try to give a glimmer of hope in the dark
wherever I can — carrying groceries for people, sitting with cranky
babies in airport lounges while the mother got up and got herself
food/restroom, talking to tired couples at the checkout line, it could
be anything.

If you keep your head up, your heart will show you the place that
need a small dose of hope.

Remember, good or bad, gone is gone, and once gone, they are equal!

that the deliberations of the council should be strictly confidential
and those who disclose the decisions of the council meetings shall be
torn to pieces. The guilty can easily be identified by observing the
changes in the facial expressions of the concerned individual.
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Body Language
A Mode of Non-verbal Communication

“““““Actions speak louder than worActions speak louder than worActions speak louder than worActions speak louder than words”ds”ds”ds”Actions speak louder than words”
Actions of body can

communicate better. But, the
meanings expressed by the body
are unintentional and hence can
be said to express what the
speaker feels in the mute mode.
Each muscle and nerve expresses
the feeling. So, it becomes
essential to understand what each
action expresses. This knowledge
of how to decode body
expressions is so useful that this
could be included as part of the
curriculum in the academic
programmes. Naturally, the
question arises in everybody’s
mind, why not included  so far in
the curriculum? The reason
behind is that if everybody knows
how to decode body expressions,
then they would be very careful
not to express any negative body
language, so the excellent   ability
of our body to express our feelings
would be failing. So, it is left to
us to have an understanding of
some of the common expressions
that the body expresses under
different circumstances.

In the human body
different organs express the inner
feelings in different ways. Let’s see
few of them:

Eyes:Eyes:Eyes:Eyes:Eyes:
The eyes are used most,

in expressing inner feelings. For
example, staring at others can
create pressure and tension in the
room. Maintained eye contact

can show if a person is
trustworthy, sincere or caring.
Shifty eyes or too much blinking
can cause deception.

People with relaxed and
comfortable eye movements, yet
attentive to the person they are
conversing with, are seen as more
sincere and honest. If one is
empathetic and caring during
dialogue with another, the
eyebrows will not show the
annoyed facial grimace.

Avoid shifting eyes and
head quickly during conversation
when someone asks you a
question. Don’t look down or to
the side. Look directly at the
person with a sense of confidence
but not with an overbearing or
threatening nature.
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[ S. Sekar, C-DAC, Trivandrum]

VVVVVocal Cues to be cared for:ocal Cues to be cared for:ocal Cues to be cared for:ocal Cues to be cared for:

Body Cues:Body Cues:Body Cues:Body Cues:

Some body gestures and theirSome body gestures and theirSome body gestures and theirSome body gestures and their
meanings:meanings:meanings:meanings:

ListeningListeningListeningListening

AAAAttentivettentivettentivettentive

Ready to agreeReady to agreeReady to agreeReady to agree

BoredBoredBoredBored

LetLetLetLet
me gome gome gome go

EagerEagerEagerEager

ocal Cues to be cared for:
More lengthy pauses during
conversation
Stammering the words and
sentences
Intruding sounds not part of the
actual speech
Less lengthy answers or
explanations where they are
expected to be.

Body Cues:
Body cues are most

reliable of all non-verbal signals
of deception. This is because a
person has less conscious control
over these than other signals.
Shrugs are strong markers of
deception. Playing with or
touching things nearby during
conversation, has been found to
be associated with deception.
Some body gestures and their
meanings:

Head tilted, lots of eye contact,
nodding, high blink rate –
Listening
Standing, arms behind back,
smile, open feet – Attentive
Closes papers, pen down, hands
flat on table – Ready to agree
Staring into space, slumped
posture – Bored
Feet towards door, looking
around, buttoning jacket – Let
me go
Leaning forward, open legs –
Eager

Touches face, hand over
mouth, eyes down, glances at
you – LLLLLyingyingyingyingying

Can a modification of
body language adversely affect
your inner personality? Perhaps
not, provided the technique used
is holistic (Yoga). Yoga tries to

harmonize the body, mind and
spirit. In fact, our body is an
organisation of energy, which can
be purified and rejuvenated
through such holistic techniques.

If the internal self is
positive, it is bound to reflect in
external postures and gestures. So
watch your body language. If you
want to win someone over, a good
rule of thumb is to mirror his or
her body language.

Watch the movements of
your body and correlate with your
inner feelings and thought
patterns.
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I am not what I am
But what I wanted to be.
Respect me if so you wish
But let it for be what I yearned to
be.
I am not the list of my
achievements
Rather, what I had hoped them
to be.
I am just a grain of sand on the
beach
But a roaring wave I wished to
be.
I am not the blaze that burns the
sky
But the smouldering coal that
warms a heart.  
I am not the stream that rises and
falls
But a whisper of drop on lips so
parched.
I rejoice, not in the successes I
had
Precious, more, are the memory
of losses.
I am not the sum of the conquests
I made
Surrenders are sweeter, failures
are prized.
I stand in this mush, a wasted life
But I raise my head to look at the
passing clouds.
My life is passing, but my mind
does flee

Like an eagle, soaring high in the
winds.
The darkness of this pit reflects
in my eyes
But stars glitter in my mind.
Be it so that I bathe in the pale
moonlight
But a thousand suns glow in my
heart.
I wish I could give you the best
The best, the best, the very best
of all.
I give you, my son, the sun and
the moon
The trees that sway, the birds that
sing.
I give unto thee the murmur of
winds
I give unto thee the chuckle of
streams.
I give unto thee the mountains I
loved

A Bequest to My Son
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I give unto thee the woods I
walked.
I am, my child, the dreams I
dreamt
The lands unseen, the paths
never trod.
My bequest to you is what I don’t
have
I leave you my dreams, for you to
live.  

[ Balachandran V, balanpnb@gmail. com]

At  Executive Knowledge Lines (EKL), we are looking for
real-life incidents as examples of Corporate Social Responsibility,
Kindness, Compassion and Concern for fellow human beings, animals,
plants etc. to be published in our columns. We hope this could act as
good deeds for others to emulate and make this planet earth a better
place to live. Readers are welcome to send-in such anecdotes to EKL,
in brief (say, 300 words or less) to be considered for publication.

For each matter accepted by the editorial team, we will allow
the reader to get one-year  free subscription to EKL. It could be availed
for self or given as a gift to someone on auspicious occasions like
birthday, marriage, anniversaries etc.

Please send your anecdotes by e-mail to: eklines@gmail.com
 Attn: Senior Knowledge Executive 
Special Note:Special Note:Special Note:Special Note:Special Note:

The content should be original, owned by the writer and  not
published earlier

Imaginative stories are not welcome

Only real-life incidents, vouched by the author, will be accepted

Readers are Welcome
Real Life Incidents

Love me, not for what I’ve been
to you
But for what I would’ve loved to
be to you.
Look up, my son, at the sky so
blue,
My way is the way of the clouds
so white.
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Wishlist

Monitoring Kiosk for FMonitoring Kiosk for FMonitoring Kiosk for FMonitoring Kiosk for FMonitoring Kiosk for Food Itemsood Itemsood Itemsood Items

Mobile Phone TMobile Phone TMobile Phone TMobile Phone Trackrackrackrackerererer

ood Items
Many food items can not be safely consumed these days, as residues

of pesticides, chemical fertilizers, dangerous colouring agents,
hormones and preservatives are likely to be present beyond safe limits
in them. Vegetables, non-veg items like chicken, fish, etc. with
excessive levels of disease causing chemicals are not uncommon and
public have no easy way to check their suitability for consumption.

A monitoring kiosk for food items at major locations will be a boon
to public.  Resembling an ATM,  the kiosk will have a chamber on
which the doubtful vegetable or chicken or fast food or bottled water
can be placed and the system activated by any common man, may be
by putting coins. In a short time,  the display will indicate if it is safe
or not to consume the item. The system may cost several lakhs
(or millions?) of rupees but will help people to stay away from deadly
diseases including cancer by discarding such unholy food items.
Expenditure for treating food-related diseases by the public and
government will come down and the saved  amount could be used for
establishing more food kiosks. Producers also will use only healthy
ingredients when such checking facilities are available to general public.

Mobile Phone Tracker
Theft of mobiles is very common these days and knowing the IMEI

number and reporting the loss generally do not often help in recovering
the item. A two part electronic unit to monitor the phone will consist
of a small part attached to the mobile firmly and the other kept in the
wallet or as part of any other item on the body like bracelet or chain.
Between these two modules a distance can be set and the moment
the mobile goes out of this range even by an inch, (say, by theft) an
alarm will be sounded alerting the owner, well before the culprit drifts
away with the phone.

Let Your Creative Ideas Bloom
The purpose of  this  column is  to   bring out original and creative

ideas from readers  for consideration by  researchers or entrepreneurs for
development as products, systems or services for the benefit of the society.
Simplicity of operation, usage of minimum resources – materials, energy,
human effort etc - and speedy conversion from ‘concept to consumer’
should be kept in focus while proposing ideas which should be truly
original. New IdeasNew IdeasNew IdeasNew IdeasNew Ideas
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A Reader Comments:A Reader Comments:A Reader Comments:A Reader Comments:A Reader Comments:
While I agree with your

laments on the mushrooming of
Finishing schools necessitated
due to faulty formal education,
the diagnosis of the problem is
quite misplaced.

Formal institutions of
higher education are NOT
meant to produce industry ready
people equipped with the skill
sets on demand at any particular
time. They are meant to create
mindsets and equip students with
knowledge of permanent value
which they can adapt and apply
to their work situations. Aims of
academia should not become
subservient to the aims of the
industry. Industry can not
degenerate academia into skill
teaching shops and absolve its
own responsibility for induction

training. The formal education
could only help make the process
of induction easier. Skill sets are
fleeting, they come and go and
academia should not be chasing
them. To cite an example from IT
education, academia is expected
to teach the students the
principles of writing good
programs and not the syntax of
C++ or Java. Some of the useful
mindsets that should be created
(irrespective of the branch of
study) include -

Abstraction (ability to separate
the essence from amidst
unwanted details),
Modeling to understand a
problem and answer "What if"
questions,
Ability to recognize the
interdependence of factors in a
problem situation,

Readers say
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Applying open-ended
knowledge to practical
situations (connect radar
principle to instantaneous
display of the speed of a cricket
ball)
Make meaningful trade-off
among a set of design choices,
Justify the choice of a particular
design,
Understand quality attributes
relevant to a given applicationrelevant to a given applicationrelevant to a given applicationrelevant to a given applicationrelevant to a given application,
Express one's thoughts in a
simple easily understandable
way,
Cope with complexity instead
of running away from it by
making unwanted assumptions,
Take credit for work done, not
take credit for work not done,
Professional commitment
factors such as punctuality,
empathy with the end users of
a product / service,
Art of asking seemingly stupid
questions upfront

One can see that if these
permanent attributes are built,
the students can fit into any job
situation - be it in government,
public sector, private sector or
even entrepreneurship.

For the above reasons,
the metaphor of producing cloth
instead of ready-made shirt is also
misplaced. Institutions should
NOT produce ready made shirts,
they should produce only cloth,

but the cloth should satisfy basic
qualities such as durability,
stitchability, color retention etc.
When the fresh employees are
armed with these attributes, the
employers would be in a position
to mould the cloth the way their
business wants; the need in all
instances may not be a shirt - it
could be a skirt, a jibba, trousers
or sari.

In short, institutions
should produce good vanilla ice
creams; industry can flavor them
with chocolate, strawberry or
almond as per needs. Once the
vanilla is in tact it would make
job-role switches too easier.
Learning curve for learning newer
technologies and business models
would be much shorter. Once
principles of good programming
are understood, learning a new
language would be easier because
the student knows what
questions to ask of the new
language in order to master it.
One can find examples in every
other discipline – be it
economics, chemistry or
mechanical engineering.

If Finishing schools can
build the above mentioned
mindsets, I would not dump them
as an offshoot of inefficient
economy.

[R. Narayanan]
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General

Confusing Words
adverse, averse:adverse, averse:adverse, averse:adverse, averse:adverse, averse:

cloth, clothe, clothes:cloth, clothe, clothes:cloth, clothe, clothes:cloth, clothe, clothes:

defuse, diffuse:defuse, diffuse:defuse, diffuse:defuse, diffuse:

envelop, envelope:envelop, envelope:envelop, envelope:envelop, envelope:

moral, morale:moral, morale:moral, morale:moral, morale:

adverse means ‘unfavourable or bad’.
averse means ‘strongly disliking or opposed to’, as in I am not averse
to helping out.
cloth, clothe, clothes:
cloth is a piece of material woven from cotton, silk or woollen yarn.
Clothes is a noun in plural, meaning garments, shirts, trousers, skirts,
etc.
clothe is a verb meaning, to provide clothes for, or to dress.
defuse, diffuse:
defuse means ‘remove the fuse from (an explosive device)’ or ‘reduce
the danger or tension in (a difficult situation)’.
diffuse means ‘spread over a wide area’.
envelop, envelope:
envelop is a noun which means ‘a paper container used to enclose a
letter or document
envelope is a verb meaning ‘wrap up, cover, or surround completely’.
moral, morale:
moral means ‘approved professional behaviour’.
morale means ‘state of psychological well-being, confidence, discipline,
spirit, temper, state of mind, etc. of an individual or a group’.
                                                                   (To be continued)
                                                                                             [VPG]

Life itself has no meaning. Life is an opportunity to create a meaning.
You will find meaning only if you create it. It is a poem to be composed,
it is a song to be sung, it is a dance to be danced.
Go without a conclusion! That’s what I mean when I say go without
knowledge if you want to find the truth. The knowledgeable person
never finds it. His knowledge is a barrier. Drop the knowledge and
become more creative. Remember, knowledge is gathered-you need not
be creative about it; you have only to be receptive. And that’s what
man has become: man is reduced to being a spectator.

Osho

Man - A Mere Spectator
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EKL Sudoku 19
[Hard]

Solving puzzle
helps to improve
concentration.
Fill each row,
column and 3x3
grids in bold
borders with
each of the digits
from 1 to 9 using
r e a s o n i n g .
[BNN]

Annual SubscribersAnnual SubscribersAnnual SubscribersAnnual SubscribersAnnual Subscribers
An AppealAn AppealAn AppealAn Appeal

BrBrBrBrevityevityevityevity, Clarity, Clarity, Clarity, Clarity, Authenticity, Authenticity, Authenticity, Authenticity, and Simplicity in, and Simplicity in, and Simplicity in, and Simplicity in
Knowledge Dissemination.Knowledge Dissemination.Knowledge Dissemination.Knowledge Dissemination.

WWWWith best wishesith best wishesith best wishesith best wishes
Editorial TEditorial TEditorial TEditorial Team, EKLeam, EKLeam, EKLeam, EKL

An Appeal
Executive Knowledge Lines (EKL) has successfully moved to

the third year of publication, riding on the wings of unstinted
support extended by you all, our valued readers. For many, EKL is
a ‘Collector’s Item’, as we could understand from the requests
pouring in from readers for back volumes. We take it as an approval
of the publishing model we have introduced for the first time in
the country – Brevity, Clarity, Authenticity, and Simplicity in
Knowledge Dissemination.

For our growth we look forward to the continued support
from readers like you by renewing the subscriptions( most of you
would have done it, we are sure) and also spreading the message
of EKL to like-minded readers, who can appreciate such an
initiative, away from the regular kind.
May we solicit your help?

With best wishes
Editorial Team, EKL

[Solution in Page 45]
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Books Scan

‘City of Light‘City of Light‘City of Light‘City of Light‘City of Light’’
The Story of FThe Story of FThe Story of FThe Story of Fiber Opticsiber Opticsiber Opticsiber Optics

’’’
The Story of Fiber Optics
Book by: Jeff Hecht
Published by: Oxford University Press

The optical fibers that
span the globe are made of  the
cleanest, purest glass. Ordinary
plate glass transmits only about
90 % of the light that reaches it. 
The surfaces reflect most of the
remaining 10%, but the glass
itself absorbs some. We are used
to the reflections and dirt that we
use as cues to tell if the glass is
there; clean a glass door too well,
and some one may try to walk
through it. Binocular and camera
lenses are made of more costly
optical glasses that contain fewer
light-absorbing impurities.

The glass of optical fibers
must be even purer – with no
more than ten impurities per
billion atoms. The fibers are as
clear as glass can be, so clear that
even after passing through 100
kms of fiber,  1% of the light
emerges from the other end.

This book is born out of
an interest in deepening public
understanding about modern
technology – here it is fiber
optics. The basic concept behind
fiber optics began as a thing of
beauty, but Victorian scientists

saw it as little more than  a
parlour trick to play with light.
Over the decades, others
borrowed the idea, inventing and
re-inventing ways to guide light. 
Many more breakthroughs
followed, transforming a crazy
idea into the backbone of the
global telecommunications
network.

Narrating the history of
fiber optics is not as simple as
writing a novel, the author says.
In a novel, the hero might make
an elegant invention in the
basement, struggle for years to
perfect and market the idea, and 
ultimately become the 
multimillionaire head of an
industrial empire. Modern
technology doesn’t work like that,
making the tale both more
complex and more fascinating.

In the case of fiber optics
also no one genius did it all.
Thousands toiled to develop the
essential pieces  and assemble
them into working systems. The
book ponders over these
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development stages.
Highlights of Contents:Highlights of Contents:Highlights of Contents:Highlights of Contents:Highlights of Contents:

Guiding light and luminous
fountains (1841-1890)
Fibers of glass
The quest for remote viewing
Television and  the legacy of
sword swallowers
The birth of the clad optical
fiber
99 percent perspiration: The
birth of an industry (1954-
1960)
Communicating with light
(1880-1960)

The laser stimulates the
emission of new ideas (1960-
1969)
The clearest glass in the world
(1966-1972)
The semiconductor laser
(1961-1977)
A demonstration for the queen
of England (1970-1975)
Submarine cables: Covering
the ocean floor with glass
(1970-1995)
The last mile

[Source: State Central Library,
Trivandrum]

In Forthcoming Issues

Cognitive Radio:Cognitive Radio:Cognitive Radio:Cognitive Radio:

Survival of the Cutest:Survival of the Cutest:Survival of the Cutest:

Why people shout on mobiles:Why people shout on mobiles:Why people shout on mobiles:Why people shout on mobiles:

Solar cells sensitive to infrared lightSolar cells sensitive to infrared lightSolar cells sensitive to infrared lightSolar cells sensitive to infrared light

PPPPodiatric Medicine:odiatric Medicine:odiatric Medicine:odiatric Medicine:

Salt TSalt TSalt TSalt Tolerant Plants:olerant Plants:olerant Plants:

Cognitive Radio: A novel approach for improving the
utilization of the precious natural resource, viz., The radio
electromagnetic spectrum

Survival of the Cutest:Survival of the Cutest: New research predicts that only the
pleasing-to-the-eye creatures may get the attention of
conservation agencies.

Why people shout on mobiles: Absence of side tone?

Solar cells sensitive to infrared light to harvest more energy
from Sun

Podiatric Medicine: A field of medicine that strives to
improve the overall health and well-being of patients by
focusing on preventing, diagnosing, and treating conditions
associated with the foot and ankle.

Salt Tolerant Plants:olerant Plants: With fresh water for irrigation
increasingly becoming scarce, scientists are working on
developing more and more crops growing in saline water
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Eight percent of  the
people, the world over,
experience some form of
 transient or permanent pain in
the neck or back during their
lifetimes. A certain number of
these individuals experience pain
beyond a reasonable period of
both time and  medical
intervention.  When the pain
becomes chronic, it can become
a  ‘Bio-Psycho-Socio-Economic
Syndrome.’ Millions of rupees are
spent by people every year
seeking relief of pain of the spine,
which also results in millions of 
lost working days.

This book is a self-help
guide providing practical strategy
for taking control of the back pain
problems  through self-
treatment. Instead of straight
away going in for medications,
surgery or nutritional
adjustments,  the author tells
how we can directly address any
musculoskeletal problem of the
spine by learning how to position
and  move yourself with better

alignment, less effort, improved
breathing habits, and a
constructive outlook.  
Contents in Brief:Contents in Brief:Contents in Brief:Contents in Brief:Contents in Brief:

Your electrical  and structural
systems – Key concepts
Quick pain relief
Seek positions and movements
that relieve
Breathe and imagine relief
Use relief ‘blankets’
Good moves/bad moves  
during daily activities
Focus on sitting, standing,
walking, bending and lifting
Wheel of function

A.M. Rising, bathing and
dressing, commuting
At the office or in the
classroom, house and yard
work
Travel and leisure, bedtime

Strategic exercise for the
individual with low back and/
or neck pain

[Source: State Central Library,
Trivandrum, India]

‘‘‘‘The Back PThe Back PThe Back PThe Back Pain Bookain Bookain Bookain Book’’
A SelfA SelfA SelfA Self-Help Guide for Daily-Help Guide for Daily-Help Guide for Daily-Help Guide for Daily
RRRRelief of Neck & Back Pelief of Neck & Back Pelief of Neck & Back Pelief of Neck & Back Painainainain

‘The Back Pain Book’’’
A Self-Help Guide for Daily
Relief of Neck & Back Pain
Author: Mike Hage
Publishers: Peachtree Publishers/
Pustak Mahal
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Journals Scan

This issue is noted for its
major article  on ‘Trends shaping
tomorrow’s world’, presenting
forecasts and implications for
business, government, and
consumers. It is based on an
ongoing study of the forces
changing our world conducted by
Forecasting International (FI).

Part One of  the trend
report appearing in the issue 
tracks economics and society;
values, concerns, and lifestyles;
energy; and the environment.
Part two will cover technology,
management, the labour force
and work, and institutions.

 Loss of biodiversity as  a
matter for worry for decades to
come, is a topic of discussion, for
example. Some important facts
presented are:

By 2010, as many as half of all
species could disappear.
Some 16,118 species are now
listed as  threatened (7,925
animal species and 8,393 plant
and lichen species), according
to the 2006 Red List of the
International Union for
Conservation of Nature and
Natural Resources. This is an

increase of nearly 2,700 in four
years. 
An estimated 50,000 species
disappear each year.
Eleven percent of birds, 25% of
mammals, and 20-30% of all
plants are estimated to be
nearing extinction.

The implications of species loss
are many, the foremost being its
negative impact on human well-
being. Half of all drugs used in
medicine are derived from
natural resources.
Highlights of other Contents:Highlights of other Contents:Highlights of other Contents:Highlights of other Contents:Highlights of other Contents:

Artificial Intelligence: The
Science and People behind
tomorrow’s AI  Revolution.
Tomorrow in Brief:
Nanotechnology and 3-D TV,
making plastic more recyclable,
Carbon Absorption in an
Eggshell, etc.
Why some economies grow and
others don’t?
How to survive a Robot
Uprising?

‘‘‘‘The FThe FThe FThe Futuristuturistuturistuturist’’
FFFFororororecasts, Tecasts, Tecasts, Tecasts, Trrrrends, and Ideasends, and Ideasends, and Ideasends, and Ideas
about the Fabout the Fabout the Fabout the Futuruturuturutureeee

‘The Futurist’’’
Forecasts, Trends, and Ideas
about the Future
March-April 2008

[Source: EKL Info Library]
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‘Software Engineering Education‘Software Engineering Education‘Software Engineering Education‘Software Engineering Education‘Software Engineering Education
and Tand Tand Tand Training’raining’raining’raining’and Training’
Proceedings of the Twentieth Conference
at Dublin, Ireland, during 3-5 July 2007
by IEEE Computer Society, The Irish
Software Engineering Research Centre,
Dublin City University and Carnegie
Mellon Software Engineering Institute.
Edited by: Helen Edwards and R.
Narayanan

TTTTTopics Covered (Popics Covered (Popics Covered (Popics Covered (Part):art):art):art):

Software Engineering (SE)Software Engineering (SE)Software Engineering (SE)Software Engineering (SE)
Education – Global ScenarioEducation – Global ScenarioEducation – Global ScenarioEducation – Global Scenario

Students’ ProjectsStudents’ ProjectsStudents’ ProjectsStudents’ Projects

opics Covered (Part):
Software engineering education
in China
Graduate training from an
industry perspective
Resolving dilemmas in software
engineering education

Software Engineering (SE)
Education – Global Scenario

A graduate programme on
embedded software engineering
in China
Software engineering education
in Russia - A comparative study
of people, processes and
technology

Students’ Projects
Maintaining high process
capability in a student project
course
How students perceive risk: A
study of senior capstone project
teams

Educational Theory andEducational Theory andEducational Theory andEducational Theory andEducational Theory and
PPPPedagogyedagogyedagogyedagogy

Meeting Needs of IndustryMeeting Needs of IndustryMeeting Needs of IndustryMeeting Needs of Industry

Curriculum and Design ofCurriculum and Design ofCurriculum and Design ofCurriculum and Design of
CoursewareCoursewareCoursewareCourseware

Pedagogy
Globalising software
development in the local class
room
Lab partners: If they are good
enough for  the sciences, why
aren’t they good enough for us?

Meeting Needs of Industry
Experience in training software
quality engineers
Empirical software engineering
in industry short courses
Preparing software engineering
graduates for an industry career
Training students for
engineering large, complex
systems
Preparing graduates for
professional practice

Curriculum and Design of
Courseware

Increased retention of early
computer science and SE
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students using pair
programming
Supporting the formal analysis
of software designs
Stages in teaching software
design
Practice and transfer of
learning in the teaching of
software testing

Learning Environments andLearning Environments andLearning Environments andLearning Environments andLearning Environments and
TTTToolsoolsoolsools

Drivers for  Effective SEDrivers for  Effective SEDrivers for  Effective SEDrivers for  Effective SE
EducationEducationEducationEducation

nnovative Tnnovative Tnnovative Tnnovative Tools for Delivery ofools for Delivery ofools for Delivery ofools for Delivery of
SE educationSE educationSE educationSE education

Larger Societal Aspects of SELarger Societal Aspects of SELarger Societal Aspects of SELarger Societal Aspects of SE
EducationEducationEducationEducation

Tools
Key software engineering
concepts for project success
Using games in SE education
to teach risk management

Drivers for  Effective SE
Education

Using students as subjects in
experiments
IEEE software engineering
standards: Student’s version
Addressing communication
issues in software development
A study of the effectiveness of
case study approach  in SE
education

Innovative Tools for Delivery of
SE education

Student project collaboration
using Wikis
Laptop enabled active learning
in SE classroom

Larger Societal Aspects of SE
Education

Holistic SE education based on
a humanitarian open space
project

Challenges and lessons learned
in teaching software
engineering and  programming
to hearing impaired students

Other POther POther POther POther Papers:apers:apers:apers:apers:
Testing as a mental discipline:
Practical methods for affecting
developer behaviour
Developing effective teaming
& presentation skills to
facilitate collaborative software
development
Software engineering
education for a flat world
On the feasibility of
specialisation within SE degree
programs
Preparing students for software
engineering research

[Source: EKL Info Library]

Solution to EKl Sudoku 19
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The Last Word

We have to abandon the idea that schooling is something re-
stricted to youth. How can it be, in a world where half the things
a man knows at 20 are no longer true at 40 - and half the things
he knows at 40 hadn’t been discovered when he was 20?

-    Arthur C. Clarke

April ’08April ’08April ’08April ’08April ’08
Construct a magic square

by filling the blank cells with
the missing numbers in the
sequence 1 to 16. The magic
sum is 34, which shouls be the
sum of each row, column and
diagonal.

Magic Square Puzzle

Solution to MagicSolution to MagicSolution to MagicSolution to MagicSolution to Magic
Square PuzzleSquare PuzzleSquare PuzzleSquare Puzzle

MarchMarchMarchMarch’08’08’08’08
Square Puzzle

March’08
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